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In 2005, following a jury trial in the Circuit Court for Wicomico County, David

William Barone, appellant, was convicted of two counts of first degree assault, two counts

of second degree assault, two counts of reckless endangerment, and one count of wearing

and carrying a deadly weapon with intent to injure.  The court sentenced Barone to 21 years’

incarceration.  On appeal, this Court affirmed Barone’s convictions, but remanded for

reconsideration of the amount of restitution awarded to the victims of Barone’s acts.1

In 2013, invoking Md. Code (2001, 2008 Repl. Vol. 2010 Supp.), Criminal Procedure

Article (“CP”), § 8-301, Barone, pro se, filed a petition for writ of actual innocence.  In his

petition, Barone identified four items of allegedly “newly discovered evidence” which,

according to him, exculpated him from the 2005 crimes.  Barone also asked the court to hold

a hearing on his petition.

In a “Memorandum & Order,” the circuit court denied Barone’s petition as legally

insufficient and, consequently, did not hold a hearing.  In this timely appeal, Barone

challenges the circuit court’s denial of his petition for writ of actual innocence without first

holding a hearing.   Because we conclude that Barone’s petition failed to assert grounds on2

which relief may have been granted, the circuit court was not required to hold an evidentiary

David William Barone v. State, No. 1432, Sept. Term, 2005 (filed June 27, 2006).1

Barone presented a second question for our review, which asks: “Did the lower court2

err in denying Petition for writ of Actual Innocence hearing where the Post-Conviction Judge

violated Md. Rule and Procedure 4-406(a), (b) and should not [have] presided in the Post-

Conviction hearing making the issue open to litigate?”  This issue was not presented to, and

reviewed by, the circuit court when it decided Barone’s petition for writ of actual innocence. 

Accordingly, it is not properly before us on appeal.  Md. Rule 8-131(a).



hearing before denying the petition, and we, therefore, affirm the order denying Barone

actual innocence relief.

BACKGROUND

We shall briefly set forth facts included in this Court’s decision in Barone’s direct

appeal, David William Barone v. State, No. 1432, Sept. Term, 2005, at * 1-4 (filed June 27,

2006), to provide context and to facilitate our analysis here.3

Barone’s convictions arose from an apparent racially motivated altercation at

Mulligan’s bar in Salisbury on February 18, 2005, involving three Caucasian men – Barone,

Donald Hall, and Scott Mills – as well as four African-American men – Brian Tilghman,

Rami Hobbs, Curtis Galloway, and Louis Dennis.  Initially, the two groups of men avoided

each other, with Tilghman’s group congregating near the pool table and Barone’s group near

the bar.  When Hobbs, Galloway, and Dennis attempted to leave the bar at approximately

12:45 a.m., however, Barone “yelled racial slurs as the three men passed the bar and

‘brought his fist up.’”  Dennis then struck Barone, knocking him to the floor.  Mulligan’s

employees “ushered Hobbs, Galloway, Dennis, and Barone to the exit and directed all four

men to leave the premises.”  Tilghman remained at the pool table, while Hall and Mills

remained at the bar.  

The quoted language recounting the events of February 18, 2005, are derived from3

our decision in Barone’s direct appeal.
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About fifteen minutes later, “Hobbs returned to the entrance of Mulligan’s to retrieve

Tilghman, who was still shooting pool.”  Security Guard, Jeffrey Rowlett, “would not allow

Hobbs to enter the establishment because of the previous fighting, but offered to find

Tilghman and tell him that Hobbs was waiting for him.  When Rowlett approached

Tilghman, Tilghman was fighting with Barone’s two friends, Hall and Mills.  Mulligan’s

employees forced the men outside, where they continued fighting.

“Rowlett testified that, at that point, he saw Barone walk from the back of the parking

lot to the scene of the fighting and hit Tilghman over the head with the butt of a shotgun

‘two or three, maybe four times.’”  “Hobbs ran to his car and attempted to drive away, when

Barone, yelling racial slurs, shot at the wheel of Hobbs’s car and hit the ‘doorjamb between

the door and the tire.’”  Barone shot again, this time at the rear windshield of Hobbs’s car,

which prompted Hobbs to get out of the car and flee on foot.  Meanwhile, Tilghman had

begun to run way from the bar, “when, according to Rowlett, Barone shot and struck him,

while yelling racial slurs.”

Barone testified in his defense.  In our earlier decision, we outlined Barone’s

testimony as follows:

He denied instigating the initial fight between him and the victims inside the
bar, and claimed that as he left the bar and walked toward his car, Hobbs
“[ran] up behind [him] and crack[ed] [him] in the back of the head” with “a
backwards handgun.”  Barone testified that he fell to the ground unconscious,
but revived to find that his wallet was missing.  According to Barone, he
grabbed his [10 gauge] shotgun, went to the front of Mulligan’s where there
was “yelling” and “people fighting,” and demanded his money back.
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Barone claimed to have hit Tilghman with the butt of the shotgun to
stop [Tilghman] from beating [Barone’s] friend, Hall.  He claimed to have
shot at Hobbs’s car in self-defense, as he saw Hobbs holding a gun.  He
further claimed to have shot Tilghman because [Tilghman] had a handgun. 
He then left the premises in his truck.

Hall testified for the defense, stating that because he had had too much to drink prior

to the shooting, he could not remember what transpired.  He did recall, however, “waking

up later that day to find that he had two black eyes and a torn shirt with blood on it.”  Mills

was unavailable to testify on Barone’s behalf because he had been deployed to Iraq.

The Bartender at Mulligan’s corroborated Barone’s testimony about having a large

amount of money stolen.  According to the bartender, at one point that evening, he observed

Barone holding a “‘fairly large wad of money.’”  By the time police responded to the

shooting and stopped Barone, who was driving his truck, he had only $83.85 in cash, a

shotgun, and ammunition.  

After his conviction, in September 2006, and again in October 2007, Barone made

a public information request to the Salisbury Police Department pursuant to Md. Code

(1984), State Government Article  (“SG”), § 10-612.   The police department did not4

respond to Barone until February 2008, and presented Barone with 108 pages of documents

from the 2005 investigation.  This information prompted Barone to petition the circuit court

for a writ of actual innocence.  The alleged “newly discovered evidence” resulting from

The Public Information Act is in the process of re-codification in newly added4

Maryland Code (2014), General Provisions Article, § 4-103.  The only changes to the Act are

in style.  2014 Maryland Laws Ch. 94 (H.B. 270).
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Barone’s public information request was: (1) 81 photographs taken by the police; (2) four

cassette tapes containing recordings of six witnesses’ interviews by the police, which Barone

transcribed; (3) a police report that describes the weapon used in the crimes as a “12 gauge

shotgun” rather than the 10 gauge shotgun that Barone admittedly possessed; and (4)

medical records of the victims involved.  Barone did not attach the 81 photographs, but

otherwise attached all other proposed “newly discovered evidence” to his petition.  

In addition to his petition for writ of actual innocence, Barone filed two, independent

civil lawsuits concerning the Salisbury Police Department’s and the State’s alleged

concealment of the four items of “newly discovered evidence.”   Although the outcomes of5

these cases are unknown to us and are not a part of this record, Barone attached to his

petition for writ of actual innocence excerpts of transcript from hearings in both cases.  Of

particular relevance here, is the transcript from a hearing on June 19, 2009, at which State’s

Attorney Sampson G. Vincent testified concerning what discovery information he provided

to Barone’s defense attorney prior to Barone’s 2005 trial:

BARONE: So in your disclosure to [Defense Attorney] you gave him all
this evidence in the discovery packet?

VINCENT: Yes.

BARONE: And the audio tapes of the other witnesses?

Both cases were filed in the Circuit Court for Wicomico County: David W. Barone5

v. Salisbury City Police, No. 22-C-07-000046; In The Matter Of David W. Barone, 

No. 22-C-08-001351.
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VINCENT: My recollection is, and I’ll look at the discovery packet, was that
I would not have sent [Defense Attorney] copies of the tapes.  He would have
been aware that they existed by virtue of receiving the property records and
the reports.  And if I can refer to - - yes, and in Detective Peterson’s reports
she refers to taking taped interviews of the particular witnesses.  It looks like
there were four tapes with interviews of seven people.  I’m sorry, six people,
and here are your copies.

BARONE: May I ask who the six people are that you have interviewed?

VINCENT: Yes, sir.  Well, not that I interviewed.  These are copies of tapes
made that are in the custody of the police department.  Well, actually I guess
the originals are in my bag because we retrieved them to make copies.

*       *       *

Timothy Paroulek is on one tape.  Jeffrey Rowlett and Zachary Dolch are on
tape two.  Scott Peterson, Curtis Galloway are on tape three.  Louis Dennis is
on tape four.

*       *       *

I sent [this information] May of 2005 to Mr. [Defense Attorney].

*       *       *

BARONE: –  . . . [D]o you have any police reports on Mr. Dennis?

VINCENT: Let me look at Detective Peterson’s report, sir.  On page three
of Detective Peterson’s report she has a summary, and it goes on to most of
page four, a summary of Mr. Dennis and the first line indicates “at
approximately 1815 I conducted a taped interview with Louis Dennis.”  So
that’s in the police report that I provided [Defense Attorney] and you, sir. 

Vincent further explained what he turned over to Barone’s defense attorney prior to

the June 2005 trial:

I answered [Barone’s] discovery [on] May 18, 2005, with a list of witnesses. 
I also provided him on May 16  a two page letter which consisted of a list ofth
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all the documents that were attached.  I gave him supplemental discovery June
17  that I was in possession of the hospital records and photographs, each ofth

which he could review at my office.  That appears to have been faxed to him. 

DISCUSSION

Barone maintains that his petition for writ of actual innocence was legally sufficient

and warranted a hearing, and therefore, the circuit court erred in denying his petition without

a hearing.  The State counters that Barone’s petition failed to satisfy the pleading

requirements set forth in Maryland Rule 4-332  and section 8-301 of the Criminal Procedure6

Rule 4-332 sets forth procedures for filing a petition for writ of actual innocence.  We6

need not recite those procedures here.
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Article,  and therefore, the circuit court properly denied Barone’s petition without a hearing. 7

Section 8-301 provides:7

(a) A person charged by indictment or criminal information with a crime

triable in circuit court and convicted of that crime may, at any time, file a

petition for writ of actual innocence in the circuit court for the county in which

the conviction was imposed if the person claims that there is newly discovered

evidence that:

(1) creates a substantial or significant possibility that the result may

have been different, as that standard has been judicially determined; and

(2) could not have been discovered in time to move for a new trial

under Maryland Rule 4-331.

(b) A petition filed under this section shall:

(1) be in writing;

(2) state in detail the grounds on which the petition is based;

(3) describe the newly discovered evidence;

(4) contain or be accompanied by a request for hearing if a hearing is

sought; and

(5) distinguish the newly discovered evidence claimed in the petition

from any claims made in prior petitions.

(c) (1) A petitioner shall notify the State in writing of the filing of a 

petition under this section.

(2) The State may file a response to the petition within 90 days after

receipt of the notice required under this subsection or within the period of time

that the court orders.

(d) (1) Before a hearing is held on a petition filed under this section, the

victim or victim’s representative shall be notified of the hearing as provided

under § 11-104 or § 11-503 of this article.

(2) A victim or victim’s representative has the right to attend a hearing

on a petition filed under this section as provided under § 11-102 of this article.

(e) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection, the court 

shall hold a hearing on a petition filed under this section if the petition satisfies

the requirements of subsection (b) of this section and a hearing was requested.

(2) The court may dismiss a petition without a hearing if the court finds

that the petition fails to assert grounds on which relief may be granted.

(f) (1) In ruling on a petition filed under this section, the court may set 

aside the verdict, resentence, grant a new trial, or correct the sentence, as the

court considers appropriate.
(continued...)
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We agree with the State. 

Petitions for writs of actual innocence are governed by  CP § 8-301.  If a petition for

writ of actual innocence “sufficiently pleads grounds for relief under the statute, includes

a request for a hearing, and complies with the filing requirements of C.P. § 8-301(b)” and

Rule 4-332, then the petitioner is entitled to a hearing, and a court denying relief without

such hearing does so in error.  § 8-301(e)(1)(2); Douglas v. State, 423 Md. 156, 165 (2011). 

The circuit court found that Barone’s petition failed to assert grounds for relief under the

statute, and thus, was legally insufficient.  We review that determination de novo.   Keyes

v. State, 215 Md. App. 660, 669-70 (2014). 

The test for determining whether a petitioner alleged grounds for relief under section

8-301 is, “whether the allegations, if proven, consist of newly discovered evidence that

‘could not have been discovered in time to move for a new trial under Maryland Rule 4-331’

and whether the evidence ‘creates a substantial or significant possibility that the result [of

the trial] may have been different.’” Douglas, 423 Md. at 180 (quoting § 8-301(a)). 

“Nothing in the language of the statute requires more than that a petitioner plead those

assertions before the hearing requirement is triggered.”  Id. 

Although “the statute establishes only a burden of pleading grounds for relief, not of

proving them,” the statute “does not require that a trial court take impossibilities as truths.” 

(...continued)

(2) The court shall state the reasons for its ruling on the record.

(g) A petitioner in a proceeding under this section has the burden of proof.
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Id.  For instance, a petition that purports to assert “newly discovered evidence,” but instead

asserts evidence that was “clearly known during trial, then the evidence cannot be ‘newly

discovered,’ and the trial court may dismiss the petition without a hearing.”  Id.  That is

exactly what Barone’s petition asserted.  Barone’s “newly discovered evidence,” as

demonstrated by the transcript excerpt from one of his civil lawsuits that he attached to his

petition, was provided to his defense attorney prior to trial. 

The only evidence that Barone claims to be “newly discovered” that was not

specifically provided to Barone’s attorney prior to trial was cassette tapes of the Salisbury

Police Department’s interviews of six witnesses.  The State, however, did provide to

Barone’s attorney a police report from Detective Peterson, which indicated that the

interviews were conducted.  Accordingly, Barone’s attorney was put on notice about the

interviews and could have pursued more information.  

In his petition for writ of actual innocence, Barone was required to allege that, with

the exercise of due diligence, he could not have discovered the evidence in time to move for

a new trial under Rule 4-331.  The test for due diligence is “whether the evidence was, in

fact, discoverable and not whether the appellant’s counsel was at fault for not discovering

it.”  Jackson v. State, 164 Md. App. 679, 690 (2005) (applying the due diligence standard

to a motion for new trial under Rule 4-331(c)).  Accordingly, even if Barone’s attorney

failed to discover the tape recordings and was, perhaps, at fault for that failure, the tapes
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were in fact discoverable because Barone’s attorney was given the police report that revealed

their existence.  8

Moreover, the 81 photographs that Barone claimed to be “newly discovered

evidence,” were not attached to, or otherwise detailed, in his petition.  Thus, the circuit court

had no idea what the photographs depict and how they would have allegedly aided Barone’s

defense.  In order to warrant a hearing on his petition, Barone was required to allege these

details.  CP § 8-301(b)(3).  See also Keyes, supra, 215 Md. App. at 668 (noting that a

petition must “describe[] in detail the purported newly discovered evidence and attach[] that

evidence as [an] exhibit[] to the petition”).  

Barone’s petition for writ of actual innocence failed to assert grounds on which relief

may have been granted.  He failed to present “newly discovered evidence” as contemplated

Moreover, even if the cassette taped interviews could not have been discovered in8

time to move in the circuit court for a new trial under Rule 4-331, in deciding to deny Barone

post-conviction relief, the circuit court determined that the cassette tapes contained “nothing

material” to Barone’s trial.  Materiality must also be alleged and ultimately proven before

actual innocence relief is warranted.  CP § 8-301(a)(1).  In its “Memorandum and Order”

denying Barone actual innocence relief, the circuit court referred to the post-conviction

court’s finding and, in its discretion, adopted that finding.  Scott v. State, 379 Md. 170, 184-

85 (2004) (holding that, “colleagues of coordinate jurisdiction” are “free to adopt” each

other’s reasoning, but are not required to do so).
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by the statute.   His petition, therefore, did not warrant a hearing, and his petition was9

properly denied.

ORDER DENYING PETITION FOR
WRIT OF ACTUAL INNOCENCE
AFFIRMED.  COSTS TO BE PAID BY
APPELLANT.

As the State points out, Barone’s petition also fails to state, as required by Rule9

4-332(d)(9), that the “conviction sought to be vacated is based on an offense that [he] did not

commit.”
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